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St. Evagrius Ponticus declared, "II you are a theologian, you will pray 
truly. And II you pray truly, you will he a theologian."' Thi$ maxim 
$eems to equate the theologian's knowledge with the knowledge em- 
bodied in the saint, which is to say, in a lile transfigured by divine 
charity in works ol mercy, fasting, and contemplation. But such a 
statement surely raises more questions than it answers. For instance, 
is saintliness a reliable marker 01 articulate theological knowledge? Or 
should we doubt or dismiss non-Christian engagements in theology? 
Christian thinkers in every generation have been drawn to two spec-؛ 
 cations ©£ Evagrius's maxim that answer both such questions in the!؛
affirmative. The stronger, which I will call the conflation thesis, treats 
the life of prayer as a necessary and sufficient condition for theology- 
sanctity and sanctity alone fits us for theologizing. Its weaker cousin, 
which I will call the vestibule thesis, treats the life of prayer merely as 
a necessary condition for theological practice; even if not all saints can 
be theologians, all theologians must, at least aspirationally, be saints. 
The first commends checking one's doctrinal claims by finding some 
realty holy person and asking her what she thinks of them; the second 
suggests that a Buddhist or an unrepentant adulterer cannot engage in 
Christian theology.

Each of these theses, I will argue, rests on a basic set of confusions 
about the relationship between the onty minimally overlapping cat-

1. E v a g riu s  Ponticus, De Oratione (Patrologiae Graecae, voi. 79, ed. ].־p. Migne [Paris: 
Thibaut,60 آ 865]), § , my translation.
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ء€يلهؤ  of the Christian and intellectual virtues.؛ This paper pursues a 
more complex interpretation of their relation, arguing that saints and 
theologians each know God, but in paradigmatically different forms, 
the theologian in articulate doctrinal claims, and the saint mutely, in the 
habits and dispositions by which she embodies and enacts the Church's 
doctrine, ?roperly understood, Evagrius's maxim presses us to consider 
fundamental (Questions about the place of reflection on God in the life of 
holiness and about the place of holiness in Christian theological method.

KNOWING MOW TO GO ΟΝ-TH E ïNARTICtÏT.ATF. SAINT

One interpretation of St. Evagrius's maxim regarding the intimacy of 
theology and prayer, which 1 termed the conflation thesis, simply ،01- 
lapses the capacities and practices proper to sainthood into the capacities 
and practices proper to the theologian: if you want to check your theol- 
ogy, find a saint and ask her about it. The conflation thesis had many 
proponents among the Fathers independently of Evagrius's formulation; 
we will take note of just two instances of it here, in Gregory of Nyssa's 
depiction of his sister Macrina and in Augustine's early presentation of 
his mother, Monica.

Augustine's claims are perhaps the more modest of the two. In his 
early dialogue The Happy أ/،ء , Augustine has his mother intervene at a key 
moment in the discussion, making an incisive observation about the rela- 
tion between the nature of our desires and the degree of our happiness, 
to which Augustine replies, "Mother, you have indeed reached the very 
summit of philosophy. For you surely didn't have the words to express 
yourself as [Cicero] did, but what you've said expresses this thought of

2. Unfortunately, this paper's frequent reference to "virtue" and "vice" necessarily impli- 
cates it in the wracking debates about how to understand those terms, broadly, we will fol- 
low MacIntyre's account, with its suggestion that virtues must be understood as excellences 
specific ٤٠ particular practices (Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue, second ed. [South Bend, 
IN: University of Nofre Dame, 1984], 186). The virtues required of a doctor, a soldier, and a 
saint all have family resemblances (no practice can flourish, MacIntyre suggests, apart from 
some conception of courage, honesty, and justice; After Virtue, 191-93), but differ insofar as 
the ends they are meant to serve differ. Just so, the virtues of the theologian will overlap 
partly with the virtues of the mathematician, and still less with the virtues of the saint, but 
perfectly so with neither.

Further, we need not presume that virtues without an (explicit) ordering toward God as 
the highest good are thereby rendered deficient for the exercise of particular practices. To 
stake such a claim depends on a confusion between the unity of the virtues in the order of 
being, and our necessarily fragmentary possession of the virtues in the order of formation. 
In the order of being, a virtue derives its goodness from participation in the good that God 
is, simply and eternally; but in the order of formation, the virtues are fragmented and sealed 
off from one another in a variety of ways, and their true nature is, perhaps more often than 
not, obscure ٤٠ their possessors.
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his." A few lines later, he cnmments, "1 understood to the extent 1 could 
the sourc^indeed a divine source—frona which those words flowed."’

Sintilarly, Gregory of N^ssa opens his ء/أق  ofMacrim by observing that 
his sister had little formal education; her intellectual universe was com- 
passed within the span of Scripture, and especially the Psalms, which she 
recited constantly.* And yet her ascetic practice and charity toward God 
and neighbor allowed Macrina to grasp divine mysteries that eluded even 
her learned brothers. When Gregory was saddened to remember their 
brother basil's recent death, Macrina "made our mention of the holy man 
a starting point for the higher philosophy, and she expounded arguments 
of such excellence. . .  unveiling to reason the divine providence hidden in 
sad events."5 Macrina does not, like Monica, simply approximate Cicero's 
polished reflections; rather, rendered angelic by prayer, she far excels 
philosophers in her explanations of things divine.

In these works, Augustine and especially Gregory take an expansive 
view of the intellectual capacities afforded by holiness of life. This section, 
by contrast, proposes that we should be minimalists about foe degree to 
which Christian holiness requires, or should dispose its possessore to, 
articulate knowledge of God.é To show this, we need only examine the 
case of an inarticulate saint, perhaps an ©rthodox monk named "Dimi- 
trios." He is fairly termed "inarticulate," because his holiness may be pos- 
sessed and practiced with vety little dependence on articulate knowledge 
of God (or of anything else, for that matter). We'll consider foe saintis 
knowledge of God in three modes, ordered by their increasing distance 
from conscious apprehension of articulate propositions: first, the saint's 
(often quite limited) store of articulate theological beliefs; second, the

3. Augustine, The Happyء/،أ  (trans. Roland Teske, $.ا . [Hyde Park, NY: New City, 2010]),
1.10. Augustine's portrait of Monica becomes notably more ambiguous-more human, we 
might say—Confessions, where she is a good and loving but still flawed woman. Cf. Confes- 
siones (Patrologiae Latinae, vol. 32, ed. J.-P. Migne [Paris: Thibaut, 1865]), 1.11.

4. Gregory of Nyssa, The Life of Macrina (trans. Kevin Corrigan [Eugene, OR: Wipf and 
Stock, 2005]), 23. For our purposes, we can leave aside the possible relation of the "Macrina 
of faith" to the "Macrina of history"; we are less concerned with whether Macrina was actu- 
ally classically educated than with the unmistakable fact that Gregory insists she needn't 
have been.

5. Gregory of Nyssa, The Life ofMacnna, 35. This discussion formed the basis for Grego- 
ry's dialogue De Anima et Resurrectione, with its unmistakable parallels to Socrates' death- 
bed disquisition on the soul's immortality in the Phaedo.

6. "Articulate knowledge" is carried in propositions, ready for deployment in delibera- 
tion or debate; it is speculative reason in action. Its opposite, which we will consider at some 
length in the next section, is the "tacit knowledge" proper to practical reasoning, which is 
carried in habits, dispositions, س  inclinations. To take a classic example, I might discuss 
the philosophy of language with a friend (deploying articulate knowledge) while simultane- 
ously driving a car, an activity that depends on a set of habits and dispositions (for instance, 
to slow down, signal, or change lines in response to particular stimuli) that work mostly 
below the level of my conscious awareness. The twentieth century's most accomplished 
theorist of the difference between tacit and articulate knowledge is Michael Polanyi, in Per- 
sonal Knowledge (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1974).
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those who know him ٠٢£ the LORD reserved 0ء first-person knowledge 

in love; third, the tacit knowledge carried in dispositions to act in accord 
with the LOROs will, even i£ not accesibile apart from those dispositions 

considering in what مرط (we'll put flesh on that rather abstract formulation 
sense Dimitrios might be said to know the Filioque clause.)

The least interesting aspect ©£ the saint's knowledge o£ God is apt 
to be his overt theological belie£s. So, Dimitrios's formation in sanctity 

e£s,؛almost surety issues in some conscious (or potentially conscious) bel 
such as, "Jesus is risen"; "the LORD God is Father, Son, and Holy Spirit;' 

 Christians worship the God" ٠؛ Abraham." Someone disposed to ءءء'امح£«
remain in untroubled communion ٠٢ rom such statements could not join؛ 

s are ordinarily not especially interest-؛with the Church/ But these belie 
duti- 0؛ ing theologically or otherwise, because they are merely the result 

catechisms, ٠٢ £ul assent to authoritative testimony (embodied in creeds 
his mother). There 0؛ all, in the emphatic assertions ٠؛ or, most important 

is nothing wrong with this sort o£ knowledge-indeed, foe vast majority 
y؛؛act that there are fi؛ rom the؛ ,what I think I know about foe world ٠؛ 

my parents, depends utterty on as- ٠؛ states in the Union to the identities 
 sent to authoritative testimony. But this is a form ٠؛ knowledge that Dim-؛

spiritual weaklings in the Church; it says ٠؛ trios shares with the puniest 
the proposition 0؛ nothing much either about the knower's apprehension 

otherwise. ٠٢ about her virtues, intellectual ٠٢ ,assented to 
foe LORD as the ©؛ More interesting, perhaps, is foe saint's knowledge 

knowl- ٠؛ this sort ٠؛ contemplated beloved. We find a stirring example 
a vision he and مآءءء/«ره«ء, ٠؛ the و ٠؛ edge in Augustine's report, in Book 

Monica received at Ostia. He recalls, that they imagined foe world's tu- 
ted by every creature, "We made not؛؛؛ a single cry ؛٠٢ mult silenced, save 

ever," a cry that in turn fell si- ؛٠٢ ourselves, but He made us that abideth 
the Creator—he recalls that ٠؛ lent in ushering the soul in to the presence 

in fois moment, "we two now strained ourselves, and in swift thought 
touched on that Eternal Wisdom which abideth over all."* The knowledge 

unds that last claim-Augustine reports؛ foe moment ؛٠٢ that interests us 
di- ٠؛ that he and Monica attained some direct intellectual apprehension

.figure ٠٢ unclouded by flesh ءء, ،■» vine Wisdom

7. The different but parahei case of a person p^manentty incapabie ٠؛  either assenting 
to or dissenting from such propositions (e.g., someone with Down's $yndrome) is one to 
which this rule simpjy does not apply; an account of the nature of sanctification for the 
developmentally disabled would thus likely diverge in some respects from the present one. 
In her ethnographic work Places of Redemption (س  University Press: New York, 2007), 
Mary McClintock Fulkerson sketches how Good Samaritan UMC of Durham, NC, sought to 
welcome the disabled by providing that sort of alternative formation (cf.1 1 7 سم ); for some 
assessment of the limitations ofthat effort, cf. 227-29.

8. Confessions (trans. £٠®. Pusey; http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/augustine/Pusey/
طمهط0و,)و.ل0م25م

http://faculty.georgetown.edu/jod/augustine/Pusey/
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ءس  knowledge was available lo Aogusiine only under lire aspect 
0 £ contemplation; indeed, it appeared only as speculative thought col- 
lapsed under the strain of abstraction. The same sort of knowledge, 
1 suggest, is in play when Dimitrios recites the Psalms by night, in 
deepest communion with the LORD; he has what John Henry Newman 
would call a "real apprehension" of his Creator,؟ not as an idea, but as 
a person present to hinr, “interior intimo meo," "more inward than my 
most inward part," as Augustine says elsewhere in the Confessions. That 
knowledge is formally similar to the knowledge a husband has of his 
wife, won by long and loving acquaintance, and (needless to say) bet- 
ter suited for tender and intimate addresses than for analytical, precise 
disquisitions.

But the sainLs store of knowledge is by no means limited to the 
prepositional; he knows more than he can say.10 That's because the saint 
is equipped to Judge, as Thomas Aquinas puts it, "per modum inclinationis, 
sicut qui habet habitum virtutis, recte iudicat ءك his quae sunt secundum virtu- 
tern agenda, inquantum ad ilia inclinatur."n To be truly humble, Dimitrios 
need not be able to give a precise account of humility; indeed, being able 
to give such an account might well dispose him to pride. Rather, the saint 
knows God and the good in large part Just insofar as he "knows how to 
go on" with the business of loving, praying or suffering patiently.^ His 
articulate knowledge of God consists in isolated shoots springing up ir- 
regularly and haphazardly into Iris immediate awareness, the scattered 
tips of a single submerged iceberg of beliefs carried tacitly in habits, dis- 
positions, and affections.

9. For Newman, to apprehend a proposition as real is to treat its terms as "things," as 
units external to the knower (Essay in Aid ofa Grammar ofAssent [first ed. 1870; http://  WWW  
.newmanreader.org/works/grammar/#titlepage], 9), toward which the knower strains 
longingly, a^mptotically approaching apprehension of the thing in itself (20). "The infor- 
mations of sense and sensation are the initial basis of both" real and notional apprehension; 
"but in the one we take hold of objects from within them, and in the other we view them 
from outside of them" (34). Newman applies this distinction directly to the work of theol- 
ogy: 'The formula, which embodies a dogma for the theologian, readily suggests an object 
for the worshipper" (121).

10. Cf. Folanyi, The Tacit Dimension (Chicago: University of Chicago Fress, 1966), 4.
11. Summa Theologiae (trans. and ed.. Fathers of the English Dominican Frovince [Scots 

Valley, CA: NovAnt^ua, 2008]), la.l.6.ad 3.
12. As Faul Griffiths observes, "Explicit instruction . . ٠ plays an insignificant part in 

becoming a habituated liturgical a^nt-som eone who knows how to live the liturgical life, 
how to go on, what to do next. Vastly more important is simply living it, doing what those 
who are already living that life do" (Faul Griffiths, "The End of Experience," The End: An 
Eschatological Assay [The Stanton Lectures, 2012-2013]). The audio of this lecture is available 
at http://sms.cam.ac.uk/media/1408257, see esp. 28:00. The phrase, "knowing how to go 
on," is of course Wittgenstein's, for example. Philosophische Untersuchungen (eds.س  trans., 
G.E.M. Anscombe, F.M.S. Hacker, and Joachim Schulte [Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2009]), §183.

http://sms.cam.ac.uk/media/1408257
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To say that Dimtfrios's sanctity has only a minimal relation to his propo- 
sitional lurowlcdgo 0  £God does not, howovcr, commit us to a concept o ء
Christianity's "essence" as somehow constituted by a pre-linguistic core 
o£ mystical experience. On the contrary, all ©£ Dimitrios's sanctity £inds its 
home precisely in the linguistic "rough ground" 0 £ communal memory and 
practice.13 For instance, Dimitrios habitually washes the £eet o£ strangers; 
he does this largely because it was commended to him as a right and holy 
thing to do. But this practice is given texture for Dimitrios and others pre- 
cisely Ity virtue 0 £ its congruence with the whole kenotic h£e 0 £ foe Savior, 
as rehearsed daily in the liturgy, and as enacted paradigmatically in Holy 
Thursday's foot-washing service, a dramatization which in turn draws its 
logic from the scriptural narratives and interpretations 0 £ Christ's incarnate 
li£e, in particular foe foot washing recorded in folm 13. But Dimitrios's 
relationship to that interpretive matrix is largely inarticulate. The stories 
and doctrines that structure his li£e 0 £ prayer and service constitute foe 
radiant beam along which he sees foe world;** his attempt to make them 
pari o£ his "focal awareness," to make foe conditions 0 £ Iris perceptions and 
affections the object 0£ reflexive examination, would likely only yield sel£- 
consciousness and conhision.^

In the examples just considered, Dimitrios's articulate knowledge 0 £ 
foe logic o£ and basis £٠٢ Iris practice was significantly exceeded by foe 
practical wisdom carried hr the performance thereo£; he knew more than 
he could say. But is it possible to imagine a situation in which Dimitrios Iras 
a profound tacit knowledge o£ some theological proposition, from which 
he is nonetheless disposed to dissent when presented with it? Well, let us 
imagine that the phrase "The Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son" 
expresses a truth about God's eternal nature and Iris w o rk s  among us,** that 
Augustine is right to argue that all our love £٠٢ God and neighbor presumes 
the work o£ the spirit as "the highest charity joining Father and Son and sub- 
joining us to them."171£ that were true, then in foe order 0 £ befog, Dimitrios's 
holiness would presume and participate hr foe work o£ foe spirit as vinculum 
caritatis; nonetheless, we can be sure that he, as a good Orthodox Christian 
practically bom with the Fhotian conviction that foe Spirit proceeds from 
foe Father alone,*® will lack even tire disposition to assent to the F؛lio؟ ue,

13. Wittgenstein suggested that "tatsathche Sprache," as "rauhen Boden/' is the only lin- 
guistic surface upon which thought can find traction (Philosophiche Untersuchungen, §107).

14. The distinction between ״looking at" versus "looking along the beam" comes from 
C.S. Lewis, "Meditation in a Tool Shed," God ٤٨ the Dock (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 
1970), 212.

15. For the relation between "subsidiary" and "focal awareness," see Folanyi, Peisonal 
Knowledge, 59.

16. E.g., Augustine, De Tñmtate (Oeuvres de ء*فهة  Augustin, vol. 15; trans. and notes by 
M. Mellet, O.F., and Th. Camelot, O.F [Faris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1955J), 15.17.21.

17. Augustine, De Tnnitate, 7.3.6.
18. This formula has a venerable history within Eastern Orthodox theological specula- 

tion, but its classic proponent, if not its originator, is Fhotius the Great (ninth century), in 
the Mystagogy ٠٨ the Holy Spirit (.Patrologiae Graecae, vol. 102; ed. J.-F. Migne [Paris: Fratres
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much less the ability t© f©rmulate it independently. But this simply p©؛nts 
up an ordinary feature ©؛ human life, namely, that the ©rder of being has 
no necessity intimacy with the order of knowing. If ^hrodinger is to be 
trusted, in the order of being, my body is mostly empty space, a collection 
of tiny nuclei separated by vast fields of warring electromagnetic forces; but 
that has no bearing whatsoever on fire fact that, hr fire order of seeming I 
ineluctably experience my body as a seamless and solid unity.

Dimitrios's acquaintance with the doctrine expressed in the Filioque 
clause might be akin to a cyclist's acquaintance with the physical forces by 
which she keeps her bike on the road.ءأ  The cyclist need have no articulate 
awareness of why her slight adjustments are effective; for her, the act of 
cycling springs fi־om the store of practical wisdom written upon her body 
by habituation's steady l؛thography.؛° With respect to this order of knowl- 
edge-participatory, inarticulate "know-how"—the saint, like the cyclist, 
is a virtuoso of theological wisdom. Just insofar as □imitrios embodies the 
cruciform virtues of self-denial, humility, and costly love, he constitutes 
a living icon of the Deus crucifixus, trailing sacramental traces of his glory 
through the wastes of fallen time. But Dimitrios's iconicity depends not 
at اله  on his abiUty to interpret his performance of the faith; like most art- 
ists, perhaps, Dimitrios is in fact unlikely to be the best critic of his own 
work. In that Ught, to trust Dimitrios over the theologian in discerning the 
extent to which his holiness depends, in the order of bein^ on the doc- 
trine expressed in the F^oque clause would reflect a confusion about the 
relation between the participatory knowledge of Christian holiness and 
the prepositional knowledge of articulate theological discourse. It is this 
confusion against which Fierre B ourdieu  wares in describing

l'erreur qui consiste à . . .  prêtant aux agents la raison raisonnante du 
savant raisonant à propos de leurs pratiques (et non la raison pratique 
du savant agissant dans l'existence quotidienne); ou, plus précisément, 
en faisant comme si les constructions (théories, modèles ou régies) que 
l'on doit produire pour rendre les pratiques ou les oeuvres intelligibles à 
un observateur qui ne peut les saisir que de l'extérieur et après coup . .  . 
étaient le principe effectif et efficient de ces pratiques.؛'

The theologian trades heavily ؛١١  the reasons obtainable by reasoning 
upon practices, wfele the saint has a far greater share of the "practical 
reason" carried in practices themselves; in the order of being, these two 
are intimately related, but in the order o f ؤاا؛¥اهااا  they need have little 
to do with one another.

an formula, see Vladimir،؛ho? 5 €ااا. For a modern defense of. آ .see esp ل9،آ0ا)ء ,Garnier 
974,) 7S. ل,Likeness (Yonkers, NY: St. Vladimirs Seminary ه«ه Loesky, In the Image

.49-50 ,is from Folanyi, Personal Knowledge ؛eyclis ٥١٠ 19. The example of 
End ٦١١٠" ,hs؛؛؛me by Gr،f ؛٥ ed؛ng" was sugges؛؛؛r10־n as "ov،-’rw؛ua؛؛rope of hab20 ؛. The

.32:55 ,"of Experience 
.75 (,1997 ,Paris: Seuil) 21 لخء؛هم،ء««ءء. Pierre Bourdieu, Méditations
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SAYING, BUT NOT PRAYING-THE HYPOTHETICAL AND 
HYPOCRITICAL THEOLOGIANS

Our treatment of the saint's knowledge disposed of the conflation thesis; 
hut what of the more modest vestibule thesis, which posits, not that any 
saint might be a theologian, but rather that any theologian must be a 
saint? Gregory Nazianzen seems to endorse this view, clearly marking 
sanctity a necessary prelude to theology. Consider this ؟ uotation from his 
First Theobgical Oratwn: theology "is not for اله , but for those who have 
been tested, and have gone on in contemplation, and above اله , who have 
been purified, or at least are being purified, both in soul and in body."“ 
©٢ again, the theologian's "character ought to be undimmed, making for 
 perception of light by light," by which he might "go forward to discuss ه
the doctrine of God."23

For Gregoty, the "purification" that accompanies formation in Chris- 
tian holiness is ه necessaty prelude not only to the knowledge disclosed 
in the beatific vision granted to the pure in heart (Mt 5:8), but also to 
the intricate discussion of the eternal relations of Father, Son, and Spirit 
that make up the final three Theobgical Orations. Only the purified are fit 
"to discuss the doctrine of God."2* In On Christian Teaching, Augustine 
Ukewise proposes that the fear of the Lord and ه "heart made submis- 
sive by piety" are the necessary preludes to interpreting Scripture.2؛ As 
Lewis Ayres observes, Nazianzen and Augustine exhibit "a distinctively 
pro-Nicene linking of appropriate spiritual progress and growth in cor- 
rect doctrinal belief."26 For both, the purity of holiness is ه condition, not 
merely for the beatific visbn of God, but for analytical precise speech 
about God.27

22. Gregory 0؛ Nazianzus, Orationes Theologicae (Fontes Christiani, Band 22; trans. and ed. 
Hermann Josef Sieben [Freiburg: Herder, 1996]), 1.3 ( 2 7 . 3  . ־־־ ٠٢ ).

23. Orationes Theologicae, 2.1 (־=־ Or. 28.1).
24. It bears observing that Gregory makes a firm distinction between "theologia" and 

"oikonomiathe former concerns the doctrine of God proper, the eternal relations obtaining 
among the Triune persons, while the latter concerns God's saving acts in history (cf. Oration 
38.5, cited in Giorgio Agamben, // Regno e la Gloria: Per una genealogía teológica delVeconomia 
e del govemo [Torino: Universale Bollati Boringhieri, 2009], 77). But ironically, limiting the 
vestibule thesis to the doctrine of God only makes it less tenabl،^if a moral monster is to 
have trouble assenting to some truths, surely they are more likely to concern an immediately 
moral question ("Is adultery ever permissible?") than a metaphysical one ("Is God abso- 
lutely simple?"). I'm grateful for Ty Monroe's help in formulating this point.

25. Augustine, De Doctrina Christiana (Oeuvres ءه  Saint Augustin, vol. 11; trans. and notes, 
G. Combés and j. Farges [Faris: Desclée Brower, 1949]), 2.9-10.

26. Lewis Ayres, Nicaea and Its Legacy: An Approach to Fourth Century Trinitarian Theology 
(New York City: Oxford University, 2004), 328.

27. It might, however, be fair to attribute a stronger version of this thesis to Gregory than 
to Augustine. As Ayres observes, "In Oration 28 we see Nazianzen sketching an aesthetics of
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Virtue in the speeulative Sciences

Note that Nazianzen likens the theologian's knowledge to "the percep- 
tion 0 £ light by light"; this is akin to the order of knowledge that Thomas 
describes as "per modutn inclimtionis," the connatural knowledge by 
which one's habits and dispositions are fine tuned to resonate with the 
good, if only at the level of desire and practical judgments. But Thomas 
goes on to describe a different order of knowledge, which proceeds "per 
modutn cognitionis, sicut aliquis itistructus in scientia morali, posset indicare 
ءه  actibus virtutis, etiam اء' virtutem «٠« haberet."28 Someone with the 
right intellectual formation, Thomas suggests, need not be inclined to 
the truths he expounds. Or, in the chilling words of St. James the Just, 
"su pisteueis hoti heis estin ho theos? kalos اء'امم'ء  kai ta daimonia ام'ء،سء«آء « 
kai phrissousin" (2:19) Understanding of and even assent to Christian 
tl^eologoumena, James suggests, is compatible with demonic levels of 
viciousness.

What sort of discipline is theology, then, ئ even the demons might 
practice it? Here is an impressionistic and loosely Thomist sketch: the- 
ology is a "speculative science,"؟؛ an intellectual discipline organized 
around a particular subject matter and particular modes of in،^uiry: pure 
mathematics, literary criticism, and theology are all tokens of the type. 
In response to Cod's self-revelation as it is disclosed in Scripture, inter- 
preted by the Church's magisterium, and received by the sensusfidelium,m 
theologians employ a diverse set of dialectical and hermeneutical tools to 
furnish true (though not exhaustively so) statements about the Lord God 
(and, on a suitably generous construal of the term, about creation in rela- 
tion to God).31

It is worth noting that Aquinas's recognition of this categoty-of the 
"instructi ا«'ءآءة «،¿«"—coincided with, and perhaps depended upon, an

'seeing-in-faith' parallel to that found in Ambrose and Augustine. More strongly developed 
in the Theological Orations, however, is what we might term a complementary aesthetics of 
'speaking-in-faith'" (Nicaea س  Its Legacy, 331).

28. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae,13 ه.ل.6س .
Summa Theologiae, la.1.4 مو2
30. The import of the sensusfidelium for theological method has traditionally been sum- 

marized under the canon "lex orandi, lex credendi," which stipulates that true theological 
statements will prove to be intimate with and illuminating of essential features of the 
€hurch׳s liturgical formation of saints (here it is probably impossible to avoid some circu- 
larity in reasoning between theol^ical truth and liturgical necessity, but that is no matter 
for now). A classic instance of lex orandi reasoning is Augustine's appeal to the logic of in- 
fant baptism in his discussions of original sin; the practice, Augustine reasons, only makes 
sense if infants bear sins from which they can be cleansed: "£? £־٠  et parvuli qui baptizantur 
in Christo, quoniam in ¡norte ipsius baptizantur, peccato moriuntur," Contra lulianum (.Patrologiae 
Latinae 44; ed. J.-P. Migne [Paris: Thibaut, 1865], 6.4.10). For further discussion, see Geoffrey 
Wainwright, Doxology (^ew York City: Oxford University, 1980), 227.

31. As Aquinas puts it, "De rebus altissimis etiam parva et debili consideratione aliquid posse 
inspicere iucundissimum est" {Summa Contra Gentiles 1.8.1).
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epochal reorganization ٠؛  the institutions in which theological learning 
found its primary home. In a discussion 0 £ Christian theology's high- 
medieval migration from the monastery to the newly created university, 
Brad Gregory notes that in this period, "questions about the faith's truth 
claims and their interrelationships" became particularly vexing and that 
"neither contemplative prayer nor saintly holiness as such could answer 
them. They could only be answered by a kind of knowledge qualitatively 
different from-but not opposed to-Christianity's experiential knowl- 
edge. This different kind of knowledge required many words, rational 
comprehension, diverse distinctions, disciplined intellectual training, 
and careful arguments."“ A growing awareness of the distinction of 
these disciplines from the Church's participatory training for holiness 
was a key achievement of medieval-and especially Thomist-theol- 
ogy, and a key difference in its understanding of theological method 
from the earlier account offered by Christian Plafonists such as Nazian- 
zen and Augustine.33

Theology's relative independence as a discipline does not mean that 
it can be divorced from the Church's worshipping life and theological 
tradition-indeed, failing its dependence ٠٨ what is given by God in 
Scripture and in foe Church, theology can only be a Feuerbachian night- 
mare of idolatrous self-projection.^ Nonetheless, and as we will explore 
below, the theologian's intimacy with theology's sources and norms 
does not imply either willing assent or lived obedience to them. This is 
because, while the practical reason and theoretical facility necessary to a 
particular discipline certainly require cultivating particular intellectual 
virtues, these overlap only partially with foe morel formation required of 
a Kristian saint.

But what are the intellectual virtues? They include, at least, analytical 
precision, studiousness, and humble self-awareness, and they allow their 
possessors to practice the form of inquity proper to a particular discipline 
(i.e., allow mathematicians to prove theorems or theologians to interpret
the رومح0ءة،'ءمحمسا ¿). Bo, a theologian crippled by sloth will hardly be pro- 
ductive, and vanity is sure to dull the critical edge of the self-reflection 
required for refining an argument. And as Tope John Faul 11 observed.

32. Brad Gregory, The Unintended Reformation (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University, 
2012), 314.

What gives the period [from the twelfth century to the Enlightenment] its unity is the״ .33  
coming together of the classical patristic doctrinal scheme and the school. The result is the 
appropriation of learning, especially from philosophy, into a framework to explore س  ex- 
press the classical scheme. The result, in other words, is theologia as seientia in the distinctive 
scholastic sense of a method of demonstration" (Edward Earley, Theologia: The Fragmentation 
مح«م  Unity of Theological Education [Philadelphia: Fortress, 2001], 34).

34. This is the theological specification of a point Wittgenstein generalizes: "Und eine 
Sprache vorstellen heißt, sich eine Lebensform vorstellen" (Philosophische Untersuchungen,
§19).
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"Reason loo needs to be sustained in all its searching by trusting dialogue 
and sincere Iriendship."®

Nonetheless, those e؟ uipped to test particular theological claims 
against an articulate knowledge ©£ the liturgy's drama, the grand sweep 
0  the biblical narrative, or the dogmatic formulas contained in foe creeds ؛
need be neither devout practitioners ©£ the liturgy nor pious readers o£ 
Scripture, nor even Christians at all. One need not cultivate specifically 
Christian viriu-sel£-sacrificial works 0 £ charity, love toward God and 
neighbor, ceaseless prayer-to excel in any 0 £ foe theoretical disciplines. 
John Henty Newman, reflecting in The Idea ٠/ «  University ٠٨ foe irrel- 
evance 0 £ liberal learning £٠٢ Christian virtue, perfectly captures this 
disjunction:

Philosophy, however enlightened, however profound, gives no command 
over tire passions, no influential motives, no vivifying principles. . . . 
Quarry the granite rock with razors, or moor the vessel with a thread of 
silk; then you may hope with such keen and delicate instruments as hu- 
man knowledge and human reason to contend against those giants, the 
passion and foe pride of man.*؛

The knowledge proper to theology and other disciplines is a great gi£t 
and important in its small way both to society at large and to foe Church, 
but it is not necessarily implicated in the holiness ©£ its possessors. To 
misquote Flannery O'Connor, "The Catholic [theologian] doesn't have to 
be a saint; he doesn't even have to be a Catholic; he does, unfortunately, 
have to be a [theologian]."'؟

The Hypothetical Theologian

We can better understand foe division o£ sanctity £rom theology as it 
comes to light in the case o£ a "hypothetical theologian," a thinker whose 
engagements in Christian theology occur under foe sign 0 £ mention rather 
than use. The mention/use distinction amounts to this: i£ I say, 'There 
is ٨٠ God," other things being equal, I have in £a،t «دءء  that proposition 
in foe illocutionary act o£ denying God's existence. But i£ 1 were to say, 
'The £ool hath said in his heart, There is ٨٠ God,"' I would not thereby 
deny God's existence, but rather mention that denial in order to scorn

35. ?ope ]ohn Paul π, Fides et Ratio, §33 (1 و98)م  http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/ 
john_paul_ii/encyclicals/documents/hf.jp-ii_enc_15101998_fides־et־ratio_en.html.

36. John Henry Newman, The ¡dea of a University (1852; National Institute of Newman 
Studies, 2007; http://www.newmanreader.org/works/idea/). Part 1, Discourse 5, Sec. 9. 
Quoted in Paul Griffiths, "Quarrying the Granite Rock with Razors," unpublished lecture 
delivered at St. Michael's College Academic Convocation, 26 September 2003.

37. Flannery O'Connor, "The Catholic Novelist Today," Mystery and Mannas: Occasional 
Prose (New York City: Macmillan, 1%9), 172.

http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/
http://www.newmanreader.org/works/idea/
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it. The hypothetical theologian mentions, but never uses, the claims ءه  
Christian theology; £ar from "praying truly," he might not pray at all, at 
least not in terms that a Christian would recognize. We will consider one 
such thinker, "Siddhartha," supposing that he is a devout Buddhist who 
studies Christian theology for Iris own purposes, perhaps apologetic or 
inscriptional. He is, to paraphrase Alasdair MacIntyre, fluent in a foreign 
cultural discourse,® trained to understand and deploy Christian speech 
about God and the world.

Ballasted with Augustine and Maximus the Confessor and Photius the 
Great, Siddhartha glides like an otter through the troubled waters of post- 
Nicene Trinitarian controversy, but his Buddhism dictates that he engage 
hr these debates only (as it were) in the subjunctive mood: "If the Bible as 
interpreted by the Church were Verbum Dei for us, then the proposition, 
'The Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son' would express a 
truth about God's eternal nature." Siddhartha would view the indicative 
 of such a proposition in a prayer or confession as confused or even ءء»
blasphemous, but that reticence need not prevent him from assuming 
the protasis of the above conditional in order to understand the proper 
content of its apodosis.

Siddhartha's habit of mentioning theological beliefs ئ a subset of the 
ordinary human experience of understanding propositions from which 
one withholds assent. Consider ءلم  proposition: "Paul j. Griffiths played 
center for the Chicago Bulls from 1980 to 1988." Anyone acquainted both 
with the theology professor, basketball team, and decade in question im- 
mediately (1) understands and (2) rejects this assertion.3׳؟ It is one thing 
to understand the claim, imaginatively envisioning Griffiths launching 
elegant hook shots over Magic Johnson's head; but it is equally stcaight- 
forward to reject that proposition as belonging only to a possible world, 
rather than the actual one.40 Siddhartha similarly entertains propositions 
of Christian theology, considering a possible world in which "the Spirit

38. Cf. Alasdair MacIntyre, Whose Justice, Which Rationality? (South Bend, IN: University 
of Notre Dame, 1988), 370-88.

39. As Donald Davidson rightly notes, such disagreements are "intelligible only against 
the background of massive agreement" ("Radical Interpretation," 324). Davidson's point is 
that we can only discern another speaker's meaning in a specific instance if we are generally 
able to hold her assertions to be true; "if we cannot find a way to interpret the utterances 
and other behavior of a creature as revealing a set of beliefs largely consistent and true by 
our own standards, we have no reason to count that creature as rational, as having beliefs, 
or as saying anything" (324). If 1 can never interpret your assertions as picking out realities 
belonging to our shared Lebenswelt, to a world of "common sense" which is neither my 
possession nor yours, then 1 have good reason to believe either that I س  systematically 
misunderstanding you, ٠٢ that your assertions in fact bear no relation to the world at all.

40. Bruce Marshall puts this point with particular clarity؛ "As it turns out, either we need 
not share any particular belief of another in order to understand that belief, or sharing the 
belief will leave us as much in the dark about its contents as we were in the first place" 
(Trinity and Truth, 162-63).
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proceeds from the Father and the Son," although he does not assent to it 
as actual.

Interestingly, though he would not assent to his own descriptions, 
Siddhartha's articulate understanding 0 £ the Triune Lord far exceeds that 
of Dimitrios. His situation is akin to that of someone who read Stanley 
Hauerwas's memoir Hannah's Child but mistook it for a novel narrated in 
the first person; afterward, should she ever meet Hauerwas, she would 
doubtless be shocked to realize that she had just been introduced to some- 
one whom she already knew well. Just so, Siddhartha knows a great deal 
about a God he believes to be fictional; but should he ever be snatched up 
into the Eucharistie embrace of the Triune Lord, he would find himself 
worshipping a God with whom he is already-however partially-ac- 
quainted.

There is, however, a long history of taking the refusal of non-Christian 
thinkers to assent to Christian doctrine as rooted fundamentally in sin, 
specifically in intellectual pride. Augustine offers a particularly robust 
challenge to pagans and heretics alike as committed to a fundamentally 
arrogant posture toward God, whose gracious condescension in the Incar- 
nation they rule out of court on the basis of metaphysical commitments 
undisciplined by God's self-revelation (cf. 1 Cor 1:22-24)م  As Augustine 
argues, adopting the appropriate epistemic stance of "faith seeking un- 
derstanding" is at once intellectual and moral-unless we are humble 
enough to avoid "fidei contemnentes initium," our reasoning about God 
will go awry.42

Some philosophers, Augustine grants, might fumble apart from 
Scripture toward some grasp of the eternal Word who was with God. 
But these thinkers are nonetheless fundamentally deficient in their theol- 
ogy, precisely because their reasoning presumes that humanity may only 
encounter that Word across an infinite metaphysical gulf, and so they 
ignore the most important part of the picture, namely, that God in Christ 
is not distant at اله , that the Word has become flesh and dwelt among 
us.43 The intellectual and moral error of epistemic arrogance thus issues 
in the gravest of spiritual consequences, since, as Augustine stresses in his 
hommes on the Gospel of John, the pagans refuse to cling to the wood of 
the cross for their passage across the storm-wracked sea of fallen time.44

We should grant that Augustine is right both in his account of the 
pagan's errors and in insisting that epistemic humility is a requirement

41. A recent article by John Cavadini ("Trinity and Apologetics in the Theology of St. Au- 
gustine," Modem Theology 29 [Jan. 2013], 4&82 carefully explores this aspect of A (־ u g u s tin e 's  
thought, especially as it appears in De Civitate Dei.

42. Augustine, De THnitate, 1.1.
43. Augustine, Confessiones, 7.14.
44. "Nemo enim potest transire mare huitis saeculi, nisi cruce Christi portatus," Augustine, 

In Evangelium Iohannis Tractatus (Patrologiae Latinae, vol. 35; ed Migne [Paris: T .?-.ر. h ib au t, 
مرش2 [1865
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oí both Christian holiness and theological practice. But what does that 
have to do with Siddhartha's apprehension 0 £ Christian doctrine? An 
Augustinian might indeed take Siddhartha's dissentfrom the doctrines 0 £ 
the Incarnation and Trinity as instances o£ epistemic pride, o£ a rejection 
0 £ God's freedom to disclose himsel£ as he will. However, that arrogance 
need not affect Siddhartha's understanding o£ the Christian creed, de- 
ployed only by way o£ mention; though he is not persuaded to assent to 
it, he can offer a profound account ©£ its basis in Scripture and its internal 
grammar, much o£ which might prove to be illuminating to his Christian 
interlocutors. In Newman's terms, Siddhartha has a "notional apprehen- 
sion" ©£ many Christian doctrines, but, £or reasons as much bred in his 
bones and wound around his heart as contained in his conscious aware- 
ness, he w ithholds his assent from them-

The Hypocritical Theologian

We find £urther evidence £or the possibility 0 £ compartmentalizing virtues 
and vices in foe case 0 £ "Jim," a hypocritical theologian. Jim is as well- 
versed as Siddhartha in the Filioque debate, and he even willingly engages 
in Christian theology under the sign 0£ use rather than mention—as a 
li؛elong churchgoer, he freely con£esses the Filioque as part 0 £ foe creed 
during Sunday worship, and he would take it to describe foe one true God, 
"factorcaeli et terrae," and so on. But, also unlike Siddhartha, Jim is engaged 
in long-standing and unrepentant sin (perhaps alcoholism, or adultery, or 
gambling addiction). The question £ac؛ng us in fois section is fois: is there 
any reason to think that Jim's sin should call into question his conclusions 
regarding foe truth 0 £ foe Filioque clause? Should we dismiss Jim's learned 
exposition 0 £ foe creed as somehow tainted by his £ail؛ngs?

Answering that question depends on attending to a farther critical 
difference between intellectual and Christian virtue: unlike the latter, the 
former might be cultivated in a h£e otherwise hideously deformed by 
vice. Examples o£ Nazi intellectuals are low-hanging fruit: surely no one 
is so addled as to think that Werner Heisenberg's politics call into ques- 
tion foe truth o£ his Uncertainty Principle.*؟ ه £ course, theology might 
constitute a case o£ suigeneris intellectual enquiry, one somehow uniquely 
compromised by its practitioners' moral £ailings, but the simplest way to 
controvert this possibility is by examining theologians' lives, which are 
hardly distinguishable £rom the general run o£ philosophers, accountants, 
or bricklayers. This is true even £or the most compelling and insight£ul o£ 
theologians: are we to dismiss the "Letter from Birmingham Jail" because

45. On Heisenberg's role in the Third Reich's race to develop an atomie bomb, see Albert 
Speer, Inside the Third Reich (trans. Clara and Richard Winston; New York City: MacMillan, 
1970), 225-28.
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of Dr. King's adulteries?^ Or burn our copies 01 Cyril 0 £ Alexandria's 
٠« the Unify ofChrist because the patriarch was a cutthroat ecclesiastical 
politician?^

The general compatibility 0 £ wanton vice and intellectual virtue does 
not, ©£ course, re؟ uire us to deny that the reasoning proper to Christian 
theology might be warped by a thinkeris moral and social circumstances. 
For instance, an adulterer might well be disinclined to think and write 
about Christian marriage, or even be inclined to justify deviations from its 
traditional norms. Likewise, if my social and economic status depended 
on my public adherence to an officially atheist regime, I would have a 
powerful motivation to deny that Jesus is Lord. In the currently popular 
idiom, "social location" exercises a profound influence over the shape 
and direction 0 £ our thought; when that influence is perverse or distort- 
ing, we offen describe the thinking that results from it as mere "rational- 
izing," as disingenuous or deluded £udging 0 £ the relevant data.

But the pressure 0 £ social location toward rationalizing is not abso- 
lutely determinative, else there would be no hypocrisy-no pastors en- 
gaged in adultety would ever offer a glowing depiction 0 £ marital fidelify, 
and no Congressman railing against government excesses would ever 
secretly maneuver £or more generous earmarks £or his district.11اها  the 
hypocrisy is plain to see at home, on CNN, and in tire pulpit indicates that 
gross sin need not automatically or irreparably disfigure one's claims to 
truth, including truths about God and his creatures. Rather than rational- 
izing their sins, many people adopt the alternate strategy o£ preaching 
something other than what they practice. That theologians do this is no 
more surprising than that mothers or senators do.

A yet more complex challenge to the possibility 0 £ hypocrisy comes 
in George Lindbeck's £amous case 0 £ the crusaders shouting "Christus 
 Dominus]" as he strikes down a Saracen £oe.“ Lindbeck suggests that ،وء
the crusaderis con£ession 0 £ Christ is actually rendered £alse by its use 
"to authorize cleaving the skull 0 £ foe infidel," because its "use in [that] 
given instance is inconsistent with what foe [Christian] pattern as a whole 
affirms ©£ God's being and will."“ On Lindbeck's account, a £ailure in 
holiness seems to disfigure theological utterance.

On closer exantination, however, Lindbeck's important claims prove 
not to affect the argument outlined here because the crusader is neither, 
like Siddhartha, mentioning a truth to which he ironically re£uses as

46. Cf. Marshall Frady, .Luther King, Jr.: A Life (New York: Fenguin, 2005), 9-10,131 س’اأ
47. Frances Young, after noting Theodoret of Cyrrhus's suggestion "that a large, heavy 

stone he placed on [Cyril's] tomb lest he provoke the dead so much that they send him 
back/' incisively observes: "Cyril poses the age-old problem: how can a man apparently be 
both saint and sinner—or in his case perhaps we should say, great theologian and moral 
blackguard?" (From Nicaea io Chcdcedon [Fhiladelphia: Fortress, 1983], 242)

48. George Lindbeck, The Nature ofDoctrine (Fhiladelphia: Westminster, 1984), 64.
49. Lindbeck, The Nature ofDoctrine, 64.
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sent nor, like Jim, hypoeritically affirming a trnth whose moral implica- 
tions he defies. Rather, the crusader is transforming th e ا««ا«ا«'أ  of the 
Christian confession "Christus est Dominus," by uttering it as licensing 
the slaughter of his foes. This revised confession is neither coherent with 
the larger teaching of Scripture and the Church about Christ (Lindbeck's 
"intrasystematic truth") nor adequate to pick out any actually existing 
Christ (Lindbeck's "ontological truth").50 Lindbeck is right, then, to insist 
that the immorality of the crusaderis actions renders his speech false; this 
claim turns on Wittgenstein's insight that meaning is use,5’ that the phrase 
"Jesus is Lord" has no one intrinsic sense apart from the particular set of 
doctrines, stories, and practices within which it finds a place, such that the 
crusaderis appropriation of that sentence precisely as a Christian claim is 
performatively incoherent.

Lindbeck goes too far, however, in claiming "A religious utterance, one 
might say, acquires the propositional truth of ontological correspondence 
only insofar as it is a performance, an act or deed, which helps create that 
correspondence."52 This is tantamount to declaring that there is no such 
thing as hypocrisy, tantamount to claiming that "Jesus is Lord" is only a 
true statement when spoken by individuals who (perfectly?) imitate his 
humble service. But this is patently, even ludicrously false. "Jesus is Lord" 
certainly acquires its particularly Christian flavor only in the context of 
a communal practice of interpreting it in light of the Passion and of tak- 
ing it to impose a standard of humble service upon the community (this 
is perhaps simply a restatement of the lex orandi, lex credendi canon). Yet 
even grotesque discreet failures in performing the faith neither garble that 
phrase as a Christian confession (its intrasystematic truth) nor efface it as 
a description of the God-Man enthroned in heaven (its ontological truth).”

EPlSCGPACYA^raUNlTYGFALIPB

The argument to this point should not, however, be taken as a proposal 
that Christian holiness has no intellectual component. Because gratia 
perftcit naturam, whatever intellectual gifts one possesses by nature must 
necessarily be taken up in one's redemption by grace; to riff Gregoty Na- 
zianzen, whatever is not assumed into Christ is not healed.5* We might

50. Lindbeck; The Nature of Doctrine, 64-65.
51. Wittgenstein asks, "Was bezeichnen nun die Wörter dieser Sprache?—Was sie bezeichnen, 

zvie soll sich das Ziegen, esseidenn in der Art ihres Gebrauchs?" (Philosophische Untersuchungen, §10)
52. Lindbeck, The Nature ofDoctnne, 65.
55. Bruce Marshall also corrects Lindbeck's crusader dilemma in light of Wittgenstein's 

meaning־is־use dictum, though along slightly different lines (Jnnity and Truth, 199-200).
54. Gregory Nazianzen, "Letter 101," ٥٨  God and Christ (trans. Frederick Williams and 

Lionel Wickham; Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimirs Seminary Fress, 2002), 158.
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take It that St. Paul had at least this much !١١ mind when he wrote about 
"aichmalötizones pan noëma el$ ten hypakoSn tou Christou" (2 Cor 10:5). 
Redemption surely requires conforming one's intellectual habits and dis- 
positions to the truth of the Cospel, but for many (perhaps most) people, 
the nature which grace perfects has only a modest intellectual component, 
such that holiness of life produces ٧٠١٢ little in the way of propositional 
knowledge about God.

We have considered hypothetical and hypocritical theologians,׳ if the 
latter is construed simply as someone who at least occasionally practices 
something other than what he preaches, then these two categories surely 
typify the overwhelming number of actual engagements in Christian 
theology. But in the figure of tire bishop, we meet someone called to the 
practice of theology and to the cultivation of sanctity, both of which are to 
be turned to the praise of God and the instruction of the faithful.

As Paul reminds Timothy, “dei oun ton episkopon anepilempton einai ntias 
gunaikos and™ nephalion sOphrom kosmion philoxenon didaktikon, meparoinon 
me plekten alia epieike amachan aphlargyron" (1 Tim 3:2-3; ك. Tts 1:7). Here 
we see a seamless blending of traits that we found necessaty, in discussing 
the theologian and saint, to hold apart, as a matter of both logical possibil- 
ity and empirical observation: tire bishop must be both sober and without 
greed (nephalion . . . aphilargyron), and capable of teaching (didaktikon). 
Teaching, Paul reminds Titus, is essential to the episcopal office of safe- 
guarding the Church's gospel; the bishop must be "dynatos ...kai parakalein 
en teididaskalia tei hygiannousei kai tous antilegontas elegchein" (Tts 1:9).

The bishop, then, has in evety way a harder task than the mere theolo- 
gian, and perhaps also a heavier burden than even a saintly ascetic, for he 
must lean in two directions at once, must cultivate precise and persuasive 
habits of thought and speech without falling into the vanity or myopia 
of the rhetorician or secluded philosopher. The bishop is charged with 
exploring Christian truth without the hypothetical theologian's ironic dis- 
sent. And unlike the hypocritical theologian, he cannot be carved up into 
rival selves, the virtuous thinker by day, the vicious husband by night; 
rather, his intellect, will, and loves all ought to be knit together seam- 
lessly and ordered to praise and thanksgiving. He must be both wise as a 
serpent and innocent as a dove (Mt 10:16).

Under the dual pressure of these intellectual and ministerial require- 
ments, the Christian tradition has developed rhetorical strategies for tak- 
ing theology captive to authentic apostolic witness. One such strategy is 
to frame theology as prayer itself, and so as aspirationalty a word, not 
merely about God, but also to God. The opening of Augustine's رفءءء/«مح«ء  
is perhaps the paradigm "Magnus ءء, Domine, et laudabilis mide."5؛ا And the 
Augustinian Anselm famously opens his Proslogion with an impassioned

55. Augustine, Confessions, 1.1.
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call to the Lord to reveal himself, to draw near, to he manifest: "Look upon 
us, Lord; hear us, enlighten us, reveal yourself to us. Restore yourself to us, 
that it may he well with us,-yourself, without whom it is so ill with us."56 
This prayer leads directly into Anselm's offering to God the "ontological 
proof" of God's existence, in a prayer that the reader senses he is merely 
overhearing. Eschatologically, then, Evagrius's maxim applies straight- 
forwardly: if any in heaven practice theology, it will necessarily take the 
form of prayer, the praise of God addressed to him as God and enacted 
endlessly in worship around his throne, for only in the context of prayer 
is the act of theologizing neither rendered ironic nor placed under erasure 
by the actions and beliefs of the theologian.

CONCLUSION: CHRISTIANITY AS SLAVE REVOLT

As we have seen, fourth- and ؛؛؛th-century Christian theologians often 
treated sanctity as a necessaty, or even necessaty and sufficient, condi- 
tion for theology. This paper has sought to temper both such theses 
significantly by tracing the largely tacit nature of the saint's knowledge 
and the common disjunction (post lapsum) of understanding and assent. 
Many early Christian thinkers, however, were also deeply committed to 
a principle that was far more surprising in late antiquity than either the 
conflation or vestibule theses, namely, that holiness was possible, not 
only for cultured and leisured men, but for the ignorant and unlearned, 
for rustics and even slaves.

In the mid-second centuty, Justin Martyr captured the astonishing 
novelty of this shift: "For no one believed in Socrates so as to die for this 
dogma, but in Christ. . .  not only philosophers and philologists believed, 
but also craftsmen and the altogether uneducated, scorning both gloty 
and fear and death; since he is toe power of the ineffable Father, not a 
vessel of human reason."^ Likewise, Anthony insisted, "None of us . .  . 
is counted blessed because he is learned and possesses knowledge. It is 
rather in regard to these questions that each faces judgment: whether he 
has kept the faith and sincerely observed the commandments."58

Justin's and Athanasius's saints are precisely toe classes of person 
whom Aristotle consigned to the pre-moral condition of natural slavety, 
illiterate and vulgar, incapable of participating in toe deliberation of the

56. Anselm of Canterbury, Prologion (The Major Works', trans. and eds. Brian Davies and 
G.R. Evans [New York City: Oxford University Press, 1998]), ch. 1.

57. Justin Martyr, Apologia II Pro Christianis ٤Patrologías Graecae, vol. 6; ed. J.-P. Migne 
[Paris: Thibaut, 1865]), §10 (my translation).

58. St. Athanasius, The Life of Antony (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist, 1980), §33.
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polis, mere tools in the hands of their masters.®؟ They are individuals 
whom Roman law treated as “non ء«ءس  personam,” as unfit for legal 
standing in the res publica.® In this sense at least, Nietzsche was right to 
identify Christianity as a "slave revolt in morality."؛؛ The Church seized 
the moral domain from the articulate, learned elites and opened it to par- 
ticipation by the poor and unschooled, whose liiurgically inculcated love 
for and obedience to Christ transformed their lives more effectively than 
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